Beautiful Isle of Somewhere
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John Sylvester Fearis

1. Somewhere the sun is shining, Somewhere the song-birds dwell;
   Somewhere the heart is stronger, Somewhere the guardian won.

2. Somewhere the day is longer, Somewhere the task is done;
   Somewhere the heart is stronger, Somewhere the guardian won.

3. Somewhere the load is lifted, Close by an open door;
   Somewhere the clouds are rifted, Somewhere the angels sing.

   Some-where,- Beau-ti-ful -Isle of Some-where!- Land of the true, where we live a new,

   Beau-ti-ful Isle of Some-where!

Refrain

Hush, then, thy sad repining, God lives, and all is well.
Some-where the heart is strong-er, Some-where the guardian won. Some-where,
Some-where the clouds are rifted, Some-where the an-gels sing.

Some-where, Beau-ti-ful -Isle of Some-where!- Land of the true, where we live a new,
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